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Crazy Hazy
Love Darling

Crazy Hazy by Love Darling

This is a very simple Acoustic version of the Real L word soundtrack. There are 
only three power chords used G5 C5 & A5
Enjoy :)

Intro G5

Verse 1
                      G5
It was just the other night
                    C5
I dont wanna think about it 
                     G5
I dont wanna start a fight 
                    C5
I dont wanna think about it 

                    G5
Every time I take a step left right
                     C5
Ya I think Im gonna sleep real good tonight
                         G5
You seem to think theres only time 
                   C5
What can we do but flip sit back rewind

(NO CHORD)
Just think about it 

Chorus 1

G5                           C5
Youll find a way to make me crazy hazy
G5                         C5
So hypnotized think of the blue skies, new eyes
         A5       C5        G5
And Ill never roam again 
        A5          C5           G5
And Im back in love again
      A5              C5           G5
And I see the stars again
        A5            C5           G5
Find my way back home again



(Follow the same chords as used in Verse 1)

Verse 2
It was just the other day
Couldnt get my head around it 
Always know just what to say
Like a meditative sound bit

Every time I take a step left right
Yeah I think were gonna make it through tonight
Im lookin at the neon sign
The one that blinks in perfect pink sublime
Just think about  it 

Chorus 2 ( Follow the same chorus pattern 1 for chorus 2 & 3 )
Youll find a way to make me crazy hazy
So hypnotized think of the blue skies, new eyes
And Ill never roam again 
And Im back in love again
And I see the stars again
Find my way back home again

Chorus 3
Youll find a way to make me crazy hazy
So hypnotized think of the blue skies, new eyes
Youll find a way to make me crazy hazy
So hypnotized think of the blue skies, new eyes
And Ill never roam again 
And Im back in love again
And I see the stars again
Find my way back home again


